ADAMS User Guide for Sport Organizations

Preface

This ADAMS User Guide was designed to show you how to perform basic functions within ADAMS, step by step, in the most direct way. The individual sections are arranged in a sequence that follows a typical workflow. Throughout this document, we have used fictitious names for all persons in our screen shots and examples. Any resemblance to real persons, living or not, is purely coincidental. Please note, too, that some screen shots may appear different than in your installation due to browser settings and hardware configuration of your computer.

What's New in August 2020?

Athlete Biological Passport (ABP) graphs:

- We have decoupled the ABP graphs from the Java applet; they are now compatible with Firefox, Chrome, IE and Edge.
- In competition tests (Doping Control Form Test type = "in competition") will no longer be represented with a dark background but rather by a star:

![ABP Graph](image)

- All tests will be displayed by default when the graphs are expended, users will be able to zoom into a section by selecting the area of interest.
- Steroidal passport page: all five graphs will be displayed in the main page.

What's New in July 2020?

Prevention of duplicate athlete profiles creation:

Upon submission of the record, ADAMS will check for possible duplicates and either:

- Create the record
- Prevent its creation because of a high probability of duplication. In this case, the list of potential duplicates is displayed for selection by the user; should none of the suggested records correspond to your search, contact the ADAMS team at adams@wada-a ma.org with the required information to request its creation.

What's New in November 2019?

- New Athlete login page
- Launch of Athlete Central
What's New in March 2019?

- The list of APMU recommendations and Experts' opinions were updated as per the 2019 ISTI effective on March 1st 2019:
  - The option "Passport Suspicious: suspicious further analysis required" was replaced with "Suspicious". Reports previously submitted are not impacted.
  - New options: “Unanimous likely doping” and “APF” were added for APMU users.
  - When an APMU report is submitted with any of the above recommendations, the "Likely Doping" notification type is triggered.
- The Athlete Biological Passport Custodian was added to the subject of the following notifications: "Atypical Steroidal Passport notifications", "Atypical Hematological Passport notification", "Biological result notification", "New data logger uploaded".

What's New in February 2019?

- Medical files are mandatory to save Therapeutic Use Exemptions in an "Approved" or "Rejected" status.
- Anti-Doping Rule Violations are automatically created when an athlete has 3 confirmed missed tests within a 12 month period.